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CHAPTER I \L

CO NCLCfSXOWf



After the Sicond World Uar a neu qene-ation of 

writers emerged to uhich 3ohn Updike belongs. He urote 

■regularly for The Neu Yorker in uhich a number of other 

American uriters such as 3. D. Salinger,'"ary PilcCarthy,

Frank 0* Connor, Saul Bellou, Eudora Uel£y and Douers 

urota regularly. The Neu Yorker stories are characterized 

by brief reporterial anecdote1 and autobiographical 

reminiscence. Updike's stories uere first published in 

The Neu Yorker,

In novelss and his short stories Updike has aluays
fj

tried to portray the common middle-class surburban 

society. Olinger a fictional »Neu England toun -esembles 

his native toun Shillington. Critics have aluays praised 

his ability in making the toun seem real. Frommhis very 

first short story "Friends from Philadelphia” he has been 
dealing uith the same common man and his problems. The 

names are different, the situations differ but it is the 

same common man. His characters grou up in suburban 
atmosphere and complete the routine education, ^hey have1 

meagre ambitions and they stick to them. They are not 
men of high ambitions, ^heir marriage is usually a happy 

one in the beginning. Some years pass happily, they have 
children and the picture changes. They get bo^ed uith
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spouses.Then there are quarrels, ^othi no rash or sensational 

occurs. There are no curses,no .abuses,no climacti-c scenes,
r

It all goes on in a riddle-class sophisticated style and 

there enters a mistress.The mistresses in'Updike’s fiction 

have always been dominating and sexually powerful.On the 

other hand the wives are protective 'and motherly towards 

their husbands. There aVe no villians like/popular fictions.

Only this, typical triangle is found. Updike loves -this,
_ * i

t

triangle through which he shows the middle-class suburban 

man and his society. ;

?

' On the basis of.t’his thematic study, which has addressed 

itself to'"the three major aspects of Updike’s stories, namely 

his portrayal of a suburban American society, his analysis 

of man-woman relationship! n the context of marriage and 

family and his expiation of the world of innopent children 

certain tentative conclusions seem to be possible. These 

conclusions form the- core of Updike’s fiction.
i

1) The adults in Updike’s fiction a-e usually 3one3y.

They a"e at odds with their marriaqe partners.They are so 

bored that they want bo run away.The failure of the-ir marriages 

have some genuine reasons.They a~e borecom born out of tiheir 

differences in opinions and temperaments and sexual frustration. 

A-kind of frustration ssems to be prominent in these 

characters.These characters are in saarch of pleasure and 

happiness. They want fulfillment .Out of this desire axt-a
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marital affairs are borrr. They seek this pleasure in 

the other men'or other women-. For a time being they appear 

to be happy with their extra-marital affairs'. Therr a sense 

of guilt' brings them back to their senses. The guilty- 

conscious makes them unhappy. Then they begin’ to feel 

that they have deserted their family for no good and that 

they should go back.Sometimes this guilt produces unexpected 

result and the character seems t'o bealize something very 

important whi-ch gives him momentary pleasure ,and fulfillment 

The reasons behind their seeking the pleasure^ outside 

remains the same. The adults in Updike's fiction often tend 

to be reminiscent of the joyful moments spent in the past. 

They find cherished memories’ of' happiness in their' treasure 

of precious moments'. • 1 •
1 i ‘ •

These adults in Updike's fiction 'are hot) happy. They 

are not unhappy either. Sometimes- they1 dra'u 'hjap;pi|nass-
, * it 1 * t

from their miseries. £,n Updike-'s words’ his characters
« j,

enjoy ’the mixed blessing of marri age* .Hap,pi'ness and'
: i,,

unhappiness, love and pain ate blended together' in these 

mixed blessing. , : •

2) Childhood is the happier period, so Updike explores 

it through his* child character' in his fiction, ^ns sees 

the complexity of the Suburban America in relation to
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to his child characters. Updike's adults often become 

nostalgic and'muse over the childhood experience. T-hey 

find moments of sheer joy and also seeds of many of 

their beliefs rooted deeply in that- happy period.

Updike's child character is. his attempt to look 

at the world through the innocent eye. be has tried to 

seek the answers for age-old quarries of mind through the 

child’s eye. The questions' about" God, after'life, churchgoi ng 

are discussed .at length and a child’s answer is sought 

through thesa stories. It is a deliberately developed strategy 

to create a vision of innocence i'n the midst of a crisis 

in contemporary American life.


